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Abstract. Near-surface winds play a crucial role in the climate of Antarctica, but accurately quantifying and understanding

their drivers is complex. They result from the contribution of two distinct families of drivers: large-scale pressure gradient, and

surface-induced pressure gradients known as katabatic and thermal wind. The extrapolation of vertical potential temperature

above the boundary layer down to the surface enables us to separate and quantify the contribution of these different pressure

gradients in the momentum budget equations. Using this method applied to outputs of the regional atmospheric model MAR5

at a 3-hourly resolution, we find that the seasonal and spatial variability of near-surface winds in Adélie Land is dominated

by surface processes. On the other hand, high frequency temporal variability (3-hourly) is mainly controlled by large-scale

variability everywhere in Antarctica, except in the coastal area. In these coastal regions, although the katabatic acceleration

surpasses all other accelerations in magnitude, none of the katabatic nor large-scale accelerations can be identified as single

primary drivers of near-surface winds variability. Strong wind speed events in coastal Antarctica are driven by both katabatic10

and large-scale accelerations, as well as the angle between them.

1 Introduction

Near-surface winds play a key role in the Antarctic climate system. First, they contribute to an active mass exchange between

the continent and sub-polar latitudes. They transport cold surface air northward, which causes warmer subpolar air masses

to rise and travel northward to replenish the cold air removed (Parish and Bromwich, 1998). Moreover, they have a major15

influence on the ice sheet surface mass balance. At the surface, they redistribute surface snow across the continent, which can

sublimate during transport in the lower atmosphere (Lenaerts et al., 2012; Amory et al., 2021; Gerber et al., 2023). Additionally,

high near-surface wind speeds enhance the mass and energy exchange at the surface-atmosphere interface and contribute to

increase sublimation of surface snow (Bintanja, 1998). Furthermore, near-surface winds originating from the cold and dry inner

continent supply the lower troposphere with unsaturated air as they flow downslope and adiabatically warm up (Gallée and20

Pettré, 1998). This causes precipitating snow to sublimate into the atmosphere (Vignon et al., 2019; Jullien et al., 2020) and

thus decreases the amount of precipitation reaching the ground by up to 35 % on the margins of East Antarctica (Grazioli et al.,

2017).
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These winds are complex, because they result from two different families of drivers: in the free atmosphere, winds are

governed by large-scale pressure gradients. Additionally, in the boundary layer, the dense, cold surface air, caused by surface25

net radiative cooling (followed by turbulent sensible heat exchange between the atmosphere and the surface) is accelerated by

gravity on the steep surface slope, generating a divergent flow called katabatic wind (Gallée and Pettré, 1998). At the same

time, the accumulation of cold air over the lowest part of the slope and the sea ice induces a poleward flow, the thermal wind,

which opposes the katabatic flow near the foot of the slope (Vihma et al., 2011).

It is important to disentangle the impact of large-scale and boundary layer forcings on Antarctic near-surface winds, because30

they have different drivers and might evolve differently in the future. In the next decades, during winter, the large-scale forcing

is expected to weaken at the ice sheet ocean margins due to a more positive southern annular mode (SAM) (Hazel and Stewart,

2019; Neme et al., 2022).

Simultaneously, the katabatic forcing could also decrease in a warmer climate due to the increase in downward longwave

radiation. However, the decrease in boundary layer stability might also induce stronger mixing with upper geostrophic winds35

by increased vertical momentum transfer (Bintanja et al., 2014). The resulting change in wind speed is thus very uncertain and

depends greatly on the region of Antarctica, with potential cancellation between regions of increase and decrease (Bracegirdle

et al., 2008).

In order to study the temporal variability of Antarctic near-surface winds, it is thus essential to look at each component of the

momentum budget separately. In previous studies, the katabatic nature of Antarctic near-surface winds forcing diagnosed using40

the directional constancy has been overemphasised. It had been suggested that the katabatic nature of winds could be estimated

using Weibull shape parameters (Sanz Rodrigo et al., 2013) like in Greenland (Gorter et al., 2014). However, in Antarctica,

the large-scale pressure gradient is also directed from the interior to the coast, which has led to an overestimation of the role

of the katabatic forcing for decades (Parish and Cassano, 2003). Instead, a full decomposition of the momentum budget with

separation of large-scale and boundary layer contributions is necessary.45

The momentum budget decomposition has proven to be a useful tool to study the spatial variability of the different accelera-

tion terms for modelled monthly averaged wind fields (van den Broeke and van Lipzig, 2003; Parish and Cassano, 2001). Fewer

studies have focused on understanding the variability of these winds on sub-daily to monthly time-scales. Yasunari and Kodama

(1993) tackled this aspect, albeit at a 30 m level and focusing only on periods ranging from 30 to 60 days. Unfortunately, this

range excludes the analysis of short events such as high wind speed events which typically last for less than two days. Renfrew50

and Anderson (2002) conducted case studies at a 3-hourly resolution using AWS data but had to assume katabatic nature of

winds due to the lack of vertical depiction of the atmosphere.

Here we identify the drivers of the temporal variability at a regional scale in East Antarctic near-surface winds by computing

the momentum budget in the atmosphere at a 3-hourly resolution. Compared to previous approaches, our study focuses on

understanding the variability of the near-surface winds (7 m above ground level) for a larger range of time-scales using a55

more accurate diagnosis obtained through an extensive analysis of the vertical profiles of the atmosphere. We first quantify

the dominant components of the momentum budget by analysing their spatial and seasonal variations. Then, we focus on the

correlations between the different acceleration terms and the total wind speed at a 3-hourly resolution.
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2 Data and methods

2.1 Data60

2.1.1 Field observations over a transect in Adélie Land

We focus on the East Antarctic region located between coastal Adélie Land and the Antarctic Plateau (Fig. 1), taking advantage

of the supply route between Dumont d’Urville station (DDU, 66.7 °S; 139.8 °E, 0 m above sea level and Concordia station,

Dome C (DC, 75.1 °S; 123.3 °E, 3233 m asl). This transect is typical of the climatology of Antarctica, with downslope flow

from the East Antarctic Plateau to the coast, and strong easterlies along the coast. Coastal Adélie Land is known for its very65

strong near-surface winds, with the highest wind speed recorded in Antarctica (96 ms−1) monitored at DDU in the late 70’s

(Wendler, 1990), which makes it an ideal area to study the drivers of near-surface wind variability.
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Figure 1. (a) Map of average July 2010-2020 norm of near-surface wind speed (MAR). Superimposed are the mean vectors. Black solid

lines are for elevations contours every 500 m (asl). The transect is indicated in coloured dots. Four weather stations are indicated: D10, D47,

D85 and Dome C (DC). Dumont d’Urville (DDU) is located 5 km offshore of D10, 34 km of D17. (b) Elevation profile along the transect

extracted on the 35-km MAR grid. For both plots, color dots represent the different sectors detailed at Table 2, with green dots on coastal

area, blue dots on lower elevation, red dots on high elevations, and orange dots on the Antarctic plateau. The spacing of the dots is related to

the MAR’s grid.

This supply route is well instrumented, with six weather stations described in Table 1 and shown on Fig. 1. The wind

speed recorded in each of these six stations enables us to assess the model’s ability to represent the winds, in a wide range of

conditions. Four Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) record temperature and wind speed at approximately 2 m above ground70

level (a.g.l.), with data provided at a 3-hourly resolution. Additionally we use 3-hourly quality-controlled wind speed from

two weather-profiling towers: the first level (≈ 2m) of a 7-m tower at D17 (Amory et al., 2017, D17, CALVA project) and the
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first level (≈ 3m) of a 45-m «American tower» at DC (Genthon et al., 2021). All these observations are available even during

winter-time, when wind speeds are particularly high (seasonal maximum) and the diurnal cycle is very weak (polar night),

leading to favourable katabatic conditions. In the following, we will focus more specifically on the months of July 2010-2020:75

July is the month of the year when the wind speed is highest, and also free of the radiative forcing due to the diurnal cycle of

insolation.

Table 1. Weather stations located along the transect.

Station

name

Type Lon.

(°E)

Lat.

(°N)

Elevation

(m asl)

Mean wind speed

(ms−1)

Period

D10 AWS 139.8 -66.7 243 6.6 2017-2021

D17 7-m tower 139.9 -66.7 438 9.7 2010-2018

D47 AWS 138.7 -67.4 2008 12.2 2012-2021

D85 AWS 134.1 -70.3 2624 6.4 2017-2018

DC-aws AWS 123.3 -75.1 3265 3.5 2012-2015, 2017-2021

DC-tower 45-m tower 123.3 -75.1 3265 3.8 2009-2019

2.1.2 Regional atmospheric model

Our goal is to disentangle the contribution of large-scale and boundary-layer drivers in shaping the near-surface winds of

Antarctica. In order to do this, we need a description of the vertical atmospheric column, which is only available in radiosound-80

ings at the two extremities of our transect, DDU and DC. Consequently, due to the scarcity of observations, we perform

our study using outputs from the regional atmospheric model MAR v3.11 on the period 2010-2020 (https://gitlab.com/Mar-

Group/MARv3), after evaluation of this model for near-surface winds (Section 3.1). MAR is a regional hydrostatic model

that takes into account specific physical properties of the Antarctic region, in particular a multi-layer snow model based on

CROCUS (Brun et al., 1992; Vionnet et al., 2012), with several adaptations for Antarctica, including meltwater refreezing85

and parametrized fresh snow density (Agosta et al., 2019). Topography, ice mask and rock mask are derived from Fretwell

et al. (2013). The equations of the atmospheric model, lateral boundary, upper and lower boundary conditions and the main

parametrizations are extensively described in Gallée and Schayes (1994), and a description of the adaptation of MAR to the

Antarctic ice sheet can be found in Agosta et al. (2019) and Kittel et al. (2021). Relative to previous studies over the Antarctic

ice sheet (Agosta et al., 2019), the version used in this study improves the cloud lifetime, the model stability and its computa-90

tional efficiency, and the inclusion of rock outcrops, as in Mottram et al. (2020) and Kittel et al. (2021). In addition, MARv3.11

includes a correction of the cloud microphysics in the upper relaxation zone, where clouds were set to zero in previous versions

of the model (Kittel et al., 2021). We increased the snow albedo by 5 % (relative to the previous value) in agreement with recent

model evaluation performed at DC.

We use 3-hourly outputs of MARv3.11 with 24 vertical atmospheric levels (first model level ∼2 m a.g.l.), 30 snow/ice95

layers distributed over a fixed 20 m thickness, and a horizontal resolution of 35 km. MAR is forced with 6-hourly outputs of
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the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) at its lateral boundaries (temperature, wind, humidity) and for upper-air relaxation

at the top of the troposphere (temperature, wind), and with daily outputs at the surface of the ocean (sea surface temperature,

sea ice concentration).

2.1.3 Coast-to-plateau transect on the model grid100

The spatial variability of near-surface winds is strongly linked to the topography of Antarctica with the strongest winds just

under the steepest slopes. The supply route between DDU and DC crosses a wide range of slopes which enables us to study

the various wind drivers, in particular the katabatic acceleration. On the 35-km MAR grid, we extract the DDU-DC transect

by following the steepest-slope trajectory upstream and downstream of D47. This transect reaches an upstream location close

to DC and a downstream location close to DDU station (Fig. 1). We divide the transect into four elevation bins with different105

slopes, similar to van den Broeke et al. (2002), which are detailed in Table 2 and shown in Fig. 1: a coastal region at the foot

of the slope (0-100 m asl), a low elevation region with steep slopes (100-2300 m asl), a higher elevation region with gentler

slopes (2300-3100 m asl) and the nearly flat plateau (3100-3300 m asl). By construction, the transect follows the steepest slope

direction, which enables us to capture the spatial variability of wind, from its formation on the plateau, to its acceleration along

the slopes of Adélie land, up to the coastal area.110

Table 2. Characteristics of regions defined along the study transect on the 35 km MAR grid. Transect location is shown on Fig. 1.

Section name Elevation range Range of distance to

coast

Range of slope Nb of grid cells

(m asl) (km) (m km−1)

Coastal 0-100 10-30 2-13 2

Lower elevation 100-2300 70-250 4-18 6

Higher elevation 2350-3100 290-790 1-3 15

Plateau 3100-3300 830-1170 <1 11

2.2 Method

2.2.1 Separation of large-scale and surface forcings in the vertical potential temperature profile

The goal of this study is to separate the main drivers of near-surface wind variability. Near-surface winds are the result of

two types of forcing: the large-scale pressure gradient and the additional pressure gradients associated with the vicinity of

the surface. van den Broeke and van Lipzig (2003) showed that we can separate the pressure gradient force (PGF) into the115

contribution of surface and large-scale using the potential temperature. The vertical potential temperature profile in the free

troposphere (i.e. above the boundary layer and below the tropopause) is approximately linear (see Fig. 2a). Well above the

boundary layer (typically above 500 hPa), the potential temperature is only influenced by large-scale pressure gradients. Thus,
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Figure 2. Schematic defining variables used for separation of large-scale and surface forcings. (a) Typical vertical profile of potential tem-

perature θ computed for July 2010-2020 at low elevation (120-2300 m a.s.l.) on the transect (solid black line). Red solid line represents the

linear background potential temperature θ0, which is a linear interpolation of θ between 350 hPa and the altitude Hmin (green solid line).

The blue dotted line indicates the correction performed on θ to avoid positive values of the potential temperature deficit ∆θ = θ− θ0 above

HSBL (green dot), which is the lowest altitude for which ∆θ becomes positive. (b) Typicalprofile of the vertical derivative of potential

temperature ( ∂θ
∂z

, black line) computed for July 2010-2020 at low elevation (120-2300 m a.s.l.) on the transect. The blue solid line represents

the mean value of ∂θ
∂z

computed between 350 and 500 hPa. The blue dotted line indicates the threshold value of of 5 ×γ350−500 below which

we consider the vertical potential temperature profile to be no longer quasi-linear. Hmin is defined as the maximum height under which

| ∂θ
∂z

− γ350−500|> Thresh= 4× γ350−500.
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we linearize the potential temperature above the boundary layer, and extrapolate it to the surface:

θ0(x,y,z) = γ0(x,y) · z+ τ0(x,y) (1)120

with z the altitude a.g.l., γ0 the vertical gradient of the background potential temperature in the free atmosphere (in K m−1),

and τ0 the intercept of θ0 at ground level (in K). We interpret θ0 as the background potential temperature, linked exclusively to

the large-scale forcing. On the other hand, the difference between the real potential temperature profile θ and the background

temperature θ0 (called the temperature deficit, ∆θ = θ - θ0) is associated with the surface processes such as katabatic and

thermal wind, defined later.125

These definitions are based on the hypothesis that we can define for each grid-cell and each time-step a minimum height

Hmin above which the vertical profile of θ is quasi-linear, and the free atmosphere is not influenced by surface processes. In

other words, above Hmin, the vertical derivative of potential temperature should be equal to a quasi-constant value, and Hmin

is defined as the height below which the vertical derivative of potential temperature deviates from this quasi-constant value.

The challenge related to the definition of the background potential temperature θ0 is to be able to accurately define this lowest130

altitude Hmin on which to interpolate the potential temperature. Should we take it too low or too high, we would wrongly

interpret pressure gradients associated to large-scale processes.

We are confident that pressure levels between 500 hPa and 350 hPa fall within the free troposphere in Antarctica, as the

tropopause is typically between 150 hPa and 320 hPa in this region (Hoffmann and Spang, 2022). Therefore, the slope of the

linear interpolation of θ between 500 hPa and 350 hPa (γ350−500) gives a good first estimate of γ0. In order to fine-tune γ0, we135

look for the minimum height Hmin under which the vertical derivative of potential temperature computed at each level deviates

from γ350−500. We do so by finding the height Hmin for which |∂θ∂z −γ350−500|> Thresh ∂θ
∂z

, with Thresh ∂θ
∂z

a threshold on the

first vertical derivative that we need to define (Fig.2b).

A first option would be to determine a constant threshold in time and space. However we realised that for vertical profiles

with a high γ350−500, the threshold needed to be higher than for smaller γ350−500. Therefore we decided to chose a threshold140

proportional to γ350−500:

Thresh ∂θ
∂z

=N · γ350−500, with N = 4.

A sensitivity study of the coefficient N is provided in Fig. S2 of the Supplement. Note that it is also possible to define a

threshold on the second order vertical derivative instead on of the first derivative of potential temperature to determine Hmin.

Fig. S3 and S4 provide a comparison of these methods at D47 for July 2018 and show that both methods are equivalent.145

We also force Hmin to be greater than 100 m a.g.l., as we assume surface processes to always play a role below this height.

Once Hmin is determined, we compute θ0 as the linear interpolation of θ between Hmin and 350 hPa, which gives an estimate

of γ0 and of τ0 for each 3-hourly time step and each grid cell. Finally, we apply a spatial smoothing function (Gaussian filter)

to γ0 and τ0 to obtain a horizontally smooth θ0, required for the horizontal derivative (see Equation 27 in the Supplementary

Materials) in the large-scale wind computation described in Equations (5) and (6). This is a reasonable assumption, since the150

large-scale potential temperature field does not change abruptly. As ∆θ is the potential temperature deficit in the boundary

layer, it must be negative by definition. However, the interpolation line θ0 always crosses θ. We look for the lowest altitude
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HSBL (see green dot on Fig. 2) for which ∆θ becomes positive and we force ∆θ to be equal to 0 above this altitude (see blue

dotted line on Fig.2a). This approximation is justified in Section 3.2.

2.2.2 Momentum budget decomposition155

We use the decomposition of the vertical potential temperature profile to separate the contribution of surface and large-scale

pressure gradients in the momentum budget equations. As the wind follows the Antarctic topography at the surface of the ice

sheet, we use the momentum budget equations in a coordinate system related to the topography (x, y, z), where (x, y) is the

plane following the surface slope of the topography, with y being the downslope direction, and z is the vertical axis normal to

the surface slope, as in van den Broeke et al. (2002):160

Horizontal Coriolis Vertical advection Large-scale Thermal wind Katabatic

advection & Turbulence

Cross-slope: ADVH COR TURB LSC THWDTD KAT
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∂t
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g
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∂V
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−fU −W

∂V

∂z
− ∂ ¯vw

∂z
+fULSC +

g

θ0

∂θ̂

∂y
+

g

θ0
∆θ sin(α) (2)

with

∆θ(z) = θ(z)− θ0(z) (3)

θ̂(z) =

zmax∫
z

∆θ(z)dz (4)

The derivative with respect to time of the cross-slope wind U (in ms−1) and the downslope wind V (in ms−1) are decom-170

posed into six accelerations: the horizontal advection (ADVH), the Coriolis deviation (COR), the large-scale acceleration

(LSC), the thermal wind acceleration related to the potential temperature deficit (THWDTD), the katabatic acceleration

(KAT) and a residual term that includes the vertical advection, drag and turbulence (TURB), in ms−1 h−1. A detailed de-

scription of the derivation of these equations is given in the Supplementary Material (Section S2.2). The Coriolis factor f is

equal to 2×Ω×sin(λ) with Ω the rotation rate of the earth in s−1 and λ the latitude. The katabatic acceleration is computed175

using the potential temperature deficit ∆θ defined in Section 2.2.1 and illustrated in Fig. 2. This is a classic definition docu-

mented in Ball (1956) and Mahrt (1982). For the altitude z (a.g.l.), if z > HSBL, then θ = θ0 (as detailed in Section 2.2.1). In the

following, we will also use a constant zmax = z450hPa, an arbitrary height that verifies zmax >>HSBL(x,y, t) everywhere,

so that we can compute the integration in Equation 4 with constant bounds.
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The thermal wind acceleration (THWDTD) is a function of the horizontal gradients of θ̂, the vertically integrated potential180

temperature deficit between the ground and zmax (Equation (4) and Fig. 2). Note that the classic definition of thermal wind

does not include a vertically integrated gradient of potential temperature deficit but of potential temperature. Here, we use the

definition of van den Broeke and van Lipzig (2003) while Parish and Cassano (2003) named this term "integrated deficit". It

causes a surface flow from areas of weak to large negative values of θ̂, similarly to a sea-breeze circulation.

The large-scale acceleration is defined as the geostrophic acceleration in equilibrium with the background potential temper-185

ature profile (van den Broeke and van Lipzig, 2003):

∂ULSC

∂ln(p)
= +

Rd

f

(
p

p0

)Rd
Cp

(
∂θ0
∂y

)
p

(5)

∂VLSC

∂ln(p)
=−Rd

f

(
p

p0

)Rd
Cp

(
∂θ0
∂x

)
p

(6)

where p is the pressure in Pa, Rd and Cp respectively the gas constant and specific heat capacity of dry air (Rd = 287

J kg−1 K−1 and Cp= 1005.7 J kg−1 K−1). The vertical large-scale wind gradient with respect to pressure ∂ULSC

∂ln(p) and ∂VLSC

∂ln(p)190

are then integrated between z and zmax.t zmax, none of the surface-influenced processes are at stake. Thus, the turbulence,

katabatic and thermal-wind accelerations all equal zero. In Antarctica, this happens around 3000 m above ground level

Consequently, at the level z = zmax, we obtain from Equation (2):

ULSC(zmax) =
1

f

(
∂V

∂t
(zmax)−ADVHd(zmax)+ fU(zmax)

)
(7)

195

VLSC(zmax) =− 1

f

(
∂U

∂t
(zmax)−ADVHc(zmax)− fV (zmax)

)
(8)

ULSC(z) and VLSC(z) are then computed by the integration of Equations 5 and 6, downward from zmax.

3 Evaluation of the model and the method

3.1 Evaluation of MAR winds on the transect

Overall, in our simulations, MAR is able to capture the temporal variability of near-surface winds at a 3-hourly frequency200

reasonably well (Fig. 3a). This includes a good representation of the spatial differences in the seasonal cycle (Fig. 3b), which

is more pronounced in locations closer to the coast, such as D17 and D47 than in the interior. The model underestimates

slightly the mean 2-m wind speed at D47 with a bias of -0.6 ms−1. However, across all the other stations, the model tends to

overestimate the mean wind speed with a bias ranging from 0.6 ms−1 for D85 to 2.0 ms−1 at D17. The largest biases are found

during winter time at D17 and DC, with an overestimation of the seasonal cycle in MAR, compared to AWS measurements of205

about 60 % in D17 and 90 % in DC. The strongest correlations are found at sites with higher mean wind speeds such as D47

(R2 = 0.7) and D17 (R2 = 0.61) (Fig. 3c).
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Figure 3. From top to bottom D17, D47, D85 and Dome C (a) Comparison of 3-Hourly MAR outputs (black lines) with meteorological tower

measurements (when available, i.e. at DC and D17/D10) and AWS (coloured lines). (b) Seasonal cycle computed for the years available in

each AWS (see Table 1), with MAR, AWS and the meteorological towers. (c) Scatter plots comparing observations and model outputs for

each station. Black solid lines indicate the y=x line while the dotted ones are the linear fit associated with each evaluations. The determination

coefficient R2 is indicated next to each scatterplot.
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At the coast, the D10 AWS (≈ 3 km from the coast) and D17 weather profiling tower (≈ 10 km from the coast) are

contained within the same MAR grid cell, whose centre is equidistant from both stations. MAR correlates slightly better with

the observations from D17 (R = 0.61) than from D10 (R = 0.53), and both stations are well correlated (R=0.87). This may be210

due to the fact the model grid cell is more representative of continental than oceanic conditions. The two wind sensors of the

American tower and the AWS at Dome C are also located within the same MAR grid cell. Although it has been demonstrated

that the AWS temperature was biased because the instruments were not ventilated (Genthon et al., 2010), there has been no

assessment of the comparative performance of the wind measurements.

MAR biases at D17 and DC may result from its turbulence scheme. Turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer is param-215

eterised using a local E–ϵ scheme adapted to stable atmospheric boundary layers in which small eddies develop and dissipate

rapidly (Amory et al., 2015). Local turbulence schemes, however, commonly fail to represent the downward entrainment of

momentum by large eddies of greater vertical extent (Hillebrandt and Kupka, 2009). This typically happens in well-mixed

atmospheric boundary layers, as encountered in coastal Adélie Land during strong winds (Amory et al., 2017). The resulting

misrepresentation of wind speed maxima is partly compensated by a temperature-dependent parameterization for z0, which has220

been tuned to better capture observed wind speed maxima (at the expense of minima) and seasonal variations in wind speed in

coastal Adélie Land (Amory et al., 2021).

3.2 Evaluation of the momentum budget decomposition (MBD)

The momentum budget decomposition (MBD) performs a separation between the accelerations of the wind induced by large-

scale forcings (LSC) that are the only drivers above the boundary layer and the accelerations of the wind resulting from surface225

forcings (i.e. katabatic (KAT), thermal wind (THWDTD) and turbulence (TURB)), that are zero above the boundary

layer and are intensified near the surface. LSC is computed using the background potential temperature θ0, while surface

processes are computed using the potential temperature deficit ∆θ for KAT and the integrated potential temperature deficit θ̂

for THWDTD. As a first evaluation step, we verify that this is indeed the case by plotting vertical profiles of each acceleration

of the wind (Fig. S10) and of the different metrics (θ, θ0, ∆θ, θ̂) computed during our separation of the vertical potential230

temperature on the transect (Fig. 4): the katabatic acceleration is proportional to ∆θ which is intensified near the surface and

decreases exponentially with height; the turbulence has a local maximum slightly above the surface; and at higher elevation, the

large-scale forcing is balanced by the Coriolis acceleration, all other terms being near zero. The vertical profiles are qualitatively

similar to those in van den Broeke et al. (2002), who performed the same decomposition in the Droning Maud Land sector of

Antarctica.235

In addition, we find the total pressure gradient force (PGF) to be well reproduced by our decomposition. The total pressure

gradient force is the sum of katabatic, large-scale and thermal wind accelerations (Sect. S2.1).

PGF= LSC+KAT+THWDTD (9)

We compute the PGF (Equation 9), and compare it to the PGF natively computed by the MAR model, at each 3-hourly timestep.

Fig. 5 shows this comparison at D47, the site with the largest katabatic acceleration for August 2012. This month was chosen240
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Figure 4. Vertical profiles on the transect averaged for the months of July 2010-2020 of (a) potential temperature (θ), (b) background

potential temperature (θ0), (c) potential temperature deficit (∆θ) (d) vertically integrated potential temperature deficit (θ̂), (e) norm of wind

speed (|WS|), (f) norm of large-scale acceleration (|LSC|), (g) norm of katabatic acceleration (|KAT|), (h) norm of thermal wind acceleration

(|THWDTD|).

because it displays two consecutive high wind-speed events that are detailed in section 3.3. The other stations are shown in Fig.

S8.
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Figure 5. Comparison of MAR Pressure Gradient Force (PGF) output with our MBD PGF at D47 at the surface. (a) 3-hourly time serie

comparison of MAR PGF versus MBD PGF for a winter month (August 2012). (b) Scatter plot of 3-hourly MAR PGF versus MBD PGF for

the winter months (June, July, August) 2010-2020. (c) Wind speed (solid black line) and accelerations used to compute the PGF (katabatic

acceleration in red, large-scale acceleration in blue and thermal-wind acceleration in pink).

The MBD captures well the temporal variations and extrema of the pressure gradient force (Fig. 5). Some of the maxima are

underestimated (at D47, our MBD exhibits a mean bias of -1.3 ms−1 h−1). This is due to the fact that the background potential

temperature profile (θ0) is approximated by a linear slope, which is not always exactly the case, and causes an under-estimation245

of the large-scale acceleration, particularly near the coast (D17), where the vertical structure of air masses is more complex.

Quantitatively, the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE, i.e. the root mean square error between MAR PGF and our

MBD PGF, normalized by the maximum value minus the minimum value of the time series of MAR PGF at each grid-cell)

was about 7.5 % for July 2010-2020 at the surface. The coefficient of determination between the July datasets is relatively high

everywhere on the transect (R2 > 0.6), with values ranging from 0.61 at D17 to 0.93 at DC. It indicates a good correlation250

between our MBD and MAR outputs, and shows that the MBD is internally consistent. The approximations described in section

2.2.1 do not introduce significant errors.

3.3 Evaluation of the Momentum Budget Decomposition (MBD) during a high wind speed event

MAR MBD is performed in August 2012, for two successive high wind speed events (HWSE). HWSE are defined as days for

which the total wind speed is greater than the 90th percentile of the 10 years 3-hourly dataset. During the first event on August255

7th, the katabatic layer (the air mass cooled down by the surface) starts growing around 00:30 (UTC), reaches its maximum
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Figure 6. Time series of vertical profiles during two high wind speed events at D47 on August 7th and 9th, 2012 (denoted by vertical dotted

lines) (a) potential temperature (θ), (b) background potential temperature (θ0), (c) potential temperature deficit (∆θ), (d) vertically integrated

potential temperature deficit (θ̂), (e) norm of total wind speed (|WS|), (f) norm of large-scale acceleration (|LSC|), (g) norm of katabatic

acceleration (|KAT|), (h) norm of thermal wind acceleration (|THWDTD|)
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around 19:30 (UTC) (Fig. 6a) and decreases during the next 24 hours. This is accompanied by an increase of background

potential temperature (up to 288 K, Fig. 6b), which, combined with the low potential temperature at the surface, creates a

strong potential temperature inversion (∆θ = -22.2 K, Fig. 6c) and vertically integrated potential temperature deficit (Fig. 6d).

This katabatic layer development is characteristic of a katabatic event (Vihma et al., 2011). It is consistent with the computed260

katabatic acceleration (Fig. 6g), which develops and reaches a maximum on that day, while the large-scale acceleration does

not exhibit any significant increase. As a conclusion, the strong wind speed maximum on August 7th is primarily driven by the

katabatic acceleration, and we consider it to be a katabatic-driven event.

On the other hand, two days later, on August 9th, another peak of wind speed extends much higher in the atmosphere.

This time, the temperature deficit at the surface is limited (∆θ = -8.0 °, Fig. 6c), and the katabatic acceleration, while present,265

remains limited. The large-scale acceleration, however, increases progressively, starting on August 8th, from 16:30 UTC to its

maximum on August 9th at 13:30 UTC (Fig. 6f), just before the wind speed maximum around 19:30 UTC (Fig. 6e). Therefore,

this high wind speed event is attributed mainly to large-scale forcing.

As a conclusion, our MBD produces logical results in regards to the vertical structure of the atmosphere. It also confirms

hints of katabatic events, visible in the development of the katabatic layer in the vertical profile of potential temperature, and270

provides us with additional information regarding synoptic events, enabling us to clearly identify the main driver of these high

wind speed events. It also underlines the necessity of studying these events at a 3-hourly time-scale in order to be able to

capture the variations of the katabatic layer and the large-scale acceleration.

4 Results

4.1 Quasi-stationary momentum budget and dominant components275

The seven terms in the momentum budget equations (5) and (6) do not share equal roles in shaping the wind speed intensity nor

variability. Three of them, katabatic, thermal wind and large-scale, can be viewed as active terms because they are produced

by a forcing, either large-scale or surface pressure-gradients. By opposition, turbulence, Coriolis, and advection accelerations

can be viewed as passive terms, as they only come into play when the motion has been triggered by an active term.

We evaluated the dominant terms in the surface momentum budget by looking at the average amplitude of each accelera-280

tion, computed on 3-hourly outputs for the period 2010-2020, in summer (December-January-February, DJF), winter (June-

July-August, JJA), and annual mean, shown on Table 3. The temporal derivative of the wind vector, |∇tWS|, is 5 orders of

magnitude smaller than the other accelerations. Therefore we can assume a quasi-stationary momentum budget everywhere on

the transect, and the total wind speed |WS| is directly related to the norm of the sum of the other accelerations through the

15



quasi-geostrophic equilibrium:285

COR+LSC+THWDTD +KAT+ADVH+TURB≈ 0

⇒WS=VLSC +VTHWDTD
+VKAT +VADVH +VTURB (10)

⇔|WS|= 1

f
|LSC+THWDTD +KAT+ADVH+TURB| (11)

with VMBD =−f/f2×MBD being the geostrophic wind equivalent to each MBD acceleration, i.e. the stationary wind

vector that would result from a balance of the acceleration under consideration with the Coriolis acceleration.290

Name |KAT| |LSC| |THWDTD| |PGF|

DJF JJA Ann DJF JJA Ann DJF JJA Ann DJF JJA Ann

D17 8.6* 18.9 12.7* 4.3 5.4 4.8 1.3 4.6 2.6 7.4 16.3 12.4

D47 7.3* 12.3* 9.3* 3.7 4.5 4.1 0.6 1.3 0.9 7.3 13.3 10.8

D85 4.3* 6.5* 5.13* 3.7 5.5 4.6 1.5 2.3 1.7 5.2 8.4 7.1

DC 0.3 0.5 0.4 3.1* 4.3* 3.7* 0.5 0.7 0.6 3.0 4.6 3.9

Name |ADVH| |COR| |TURB| |∇tWS| (×10−5)

DJF JJA Ann DJF JJA Ann DJF JJA Ann DJF JJA Ann

D17 2.4 5.5 4.2 4.0 6.7 5.6 8.0 19.3* 14.4 13.9 11.1 11.1

D47 0.9 1.6 1.3 4.5 6.3 5.6 5.3 10.4 8.2 1.0 5.6 5.6

D85 0.4 0.7 0.6 3.0 4.0 3.6 3.3 6.1 4.9 8.3 5.6 5.6

DC 0.3 0.6 0.5 1.9 2.6 2.3 1.8 2.9 2.5 5.6 5.6 5.6

Table 3. Averaged 2010-2020 summer (DJF), winter (JJA) and annual (Ann) norm of accelerations: katabatic (KAT), large-scale (LSC),

thermal wind (THWDTD), total pressure gradient force ( PGF), horizontal advection (ADVH), Coriolis (COR), turbulent accelerations

(TURB) and derivative with respect to time of the wind speed (|∇tWS|), on the 4 stations of the transect. Accelerations displaying the

highest values for each stations are denoted by a black asterisk. The seasonal values are computed in ms−1 h−1. Norms are computed with

MAR 3-hourly outputs.

The katabatic, large-scale and turbulent accelerations are the three dominant terms (Table 3). These three terms alone in

Equation 10 are enough to reproduce the direction and intensity of the near-surface wind (Fig. S7). Horizontal advection and

thermal wind accelerations have lower magnitudes, but become significant with regard to the other terms close to the coast

(D47 and D17) and over the ocean (Fig. 7).

4.2 Drivers of spatial wind variability295

In Antarctica, the wind speed generally increases from the plateau to the coast (Fig. 1). On the transect, mean July 2010-2020

3-hourly MAR wind speed are ranging from 4.9 to 14.1 ms−1, with a spatial standard deviation of 2.6 ms−1. During summer,

mean wind speeds are lower, ranging from 3.6 to 9.1 ms−1 with a spatial standard variation reduced to 1.7 ms−1.
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Figure 7. (Upper- and middle panels) Mean July 2010-2020 norm of accelerations at surface level (∼7 m a.g.l.) computed with 3-hourly

MAR outputs:(a) large-scale, (b) katabatic, (c) thermal wind, (d) horizontal advection, (e) turbulence and (f) Pressure Gradient Force. Super-

imposed are the equivalent wind vectors. (Lower panels) Mean July 2010-2020 values of (g) the background temperature θ0, (h) the potential

temperature deficit ∆θ and (i) the vertically integrated potential temperature deficit θ̂ at surface level (∼7 m a.g.l.) computed with 3-hourly

MAR outputs.
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The katabatic acceleration is proportional to the product of the surface slope and the potential temperature deficit (Equation

2). On the plateau, although the potential temperature deficit ∆θ is large (Fig. 7h), the slope is near zero, and the katabatic300

acceleration is negligible (Fig. 7b). The katabatic acceleration increases strongly in a band of 250 km along the coast, where the

surface slope is significant. We refer to this narrow band of strong katabatic acceleration as the active katabatic belt. Here, we

want to emphasise that the katabatic acceleration points in the slope direction. Consequently, in the quasi-geostrophic stationary

conditions detailed in Section 4.1 , it increases the wind speed in the cross-slope direction, along the elevation contours (Fig.

7b). Therefore, wind vectors associated with the katabatic acceleration are always directed in the cross-slope direction.305

There is a secondary, narrower active thermal wind belt starting ∼100 km inland of the coast (Fig. 7c), in which the thermal

wind opposes the katabatic acceleration most of the time. This is a consequence of the pressure low created by the displacement

of cold air from the inland to the coast. It implies a secondary circulation (thermal wind) in the opposite direction (Parish et al.,

1993). Inside this active thermal wind belt, advection is significant in the valleys (e.g. west of D10 or in the transantarctic

mountains, Fig. 7d).310

The large-scale acceleration (Fig. 7a) is spatially more uniform than the katabatic acceleration (Fig. 7b). The large-scale

polar circulation cell is characterised by a high surface pressure on the plateau and lower pressure on the coast. In addition, we

find that, on average, the large-scale surface pressure-gradient is aligned with the topography but unlike the katabatic forcing,

its value is not proportional to the slope angle. The mean magnitude of the large-scale acceleration is weaker than the katabatic

term everywhere on the transect, except at Dome C (Table 3). The magnitude of the large-scale acceleration term varies greatly315

with a changing synoptic situation. In winter, at D47, for instance, the large-scale acceleration displays a mean value of 5.4

ms−1 h−1, but a value of the 99th percentile (computed with 3-hourly outputs) of about 12.6 ms−1h−1, which is comparable

to the mean value of the katabatic acceleration for that period. The weaker mean intensity is due to the changing location of

synoptic perturbations.

The turbulent acceleration mostly encompasses drag and vertical advection (supposed negligible by van den Broeke and van320

Lipzig (2003)). The drag is proportional and in the opposing direction to the wind vector (Fig. 7e).

To sum up, the mean acceleration of the wind on the slope of the plateau is dominated by the katabatic forcing, but the

large-scale forcing also plays a role, as it has the same spatial pattern, and the same sign, albeit with a smaller amplitude in the

active katabatic belt. These two forcings are opposed by turbulence, and by thermal wind very close to the coast, causing the

wind speed maximum to be slightly more upslope than the slope would dictate alone.325

4.3 Drivers of seasonal wind variability on the transect

The wind speed displays a seasonal cycle that peaks in late winter (August to September) and is especially pronounced in

the low elevation and coastal areas. In Fig. 8, we compute the annual cycle of the total wind speed (average of 3-hourly time

steps for 2010-2020), and of wind speed equivalent to large-scale acceleration (VLSC), thermal wind (VTHWDTD
), katabatic

(VKAT) and turbulent accelerations (VTURB). Below 1500 m asl, the seasonal amplitude in wind speed between summer and330

winter (∆|WS|JJA−DJF equals 5.6 ms−1 at D17 and 3.8 ms−1 at D47) is larger than the July standard deviation of 3-hourly

July wind speed (highest variability during winter months) computed over the 10 years dataset: (σ|WS| equals 4.1 ms−1 at
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Figure 8. Seasonal cycle of 3-hourly winds averaged over 10 years for (a) total wind speed, (b) wind speed equivalent to large-scale accel-

eration, (c) wind speed equivalent to thermal wind, (d) wind speed equivalent to advection, (e) wind speed equivalent to horizontal katabatic

and (f) wind speed equivalent to turbulent accelerations. Note that the y-axis is different between the top panel (|WS|, |VLSC |, |VTHWDTD |)

and the bottom panel (|VKAT |, |VTURB |).

D17 and 3.4 ms−1 at D47). In higher elevation and interior zones, the seasonal cycle is much weaker and the 10-years standard

deviation of July 3-hourly wind speed exceeds ∆|WS|JJA−DJF.

335

Because of the strong seasonal cycle of the temperature deficit, as expected, a similar behaviour for katabatic and thermal

winds (which are directly related to the surface inversion) is found. Katabatic winds have a strong seasonal cycle (Fig. 8d)

which peaks in August and is increasingly stronger from inland to the coast. The strongest seasonal amplitude is found at D17

(∆|VKAT|JJA−DJF is 25 ms−1). Note that the seasonal amplitude of katabatic winds is significantly stronger than that of

the total wind speed, because it is damped by turbulence, which also displays a strong seasonal cycle (∆|VTURB|JJA−DJF340

is 22 ms−1). Thermal wind also depends on the inversion layer but is concentrated near the coastline (Fig. 7c), and shows a

strong seasonality for D17 exclusively (∆|VTHWDTD
|JJA−DJF is 3.6 ms−1).

Surprisingly, the thermal wind is stronger at D85 than at D47, closer to the coast. This is due to the small valley shape

around D85 (Fig. 1b) that enables piling up of cold air coming from the plateau (Fig. 4d), while D47 is located in the middle of

a steep slope. Unlike surface-related momentum contributions, large-scale winds exhibit a weak seasonal cycle, identical for345

all stations, with ∆|VLSC|JJA−DJF ranging from 1.4 for D47 to 2.7 ms−1 for D85. Therefore the large-scale contribution is

unlikely to explain either the seasonal variability of the total wind speed or the spatial differences in the seasonal cycle along

the transect. Advection is computed as the scalar product of wind speed and horizontal wind speed divergence. It is significant

only at D17 where wind speed exhibits a larger spatial variability.
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Figure 9. Correlation coefficient (R) between the 3-hourly total wind speed and the the different accelerations in July 2010-2020.

From these analyses, and from supplementary spectral analyses (Fig. S11), we conclude that the seasonal variability of350

wind speed is mainly produced by the seasonal cycle of katabatic acceleration, which is proportional to the surface inversion

strength. The large-scale forcing only plays a minor role in the seasonal cycle of near-surface wind.

4.4 Drivers of 3-hourly winter variability

In this section, we investigate the drivers of near-surface wind variability at the synoptic scale. We analyse the high temporal

resolution wind speed output (3-hourly) for the months of July 2010-2020, when wind speeds are particularly high (seasonal355

maximum) and the diurnal cycle is very weak (polar night). We use the correlation coefficients between the different accelera-

tions and the total wind speed to identify the dominant drivers of wind speed variability (Fig. 9).

Name |KAT| |LSC| |THWDTD| |KAT+THWDTD| |PGF|

Avg. σ R Avg. σ R Avg. σ R Avg. σ R Avg. σ R

D17 18.9 8.1 0.15 5.4 3.3 0.36 4.3 4.2 0.07 16.5 6.2 0.24 16.4 6.1 0.61

D47 12.2 3.6 0.08 4.6 2.7 0.35 1.2 1.0 0.39 12.5 3.7 0.17 13.1 4.0 0.76

D85 6.04 1.7 -0.12 5.5 2.8 0.76 2.3 1.3 0.01 4.7 1.3 -0.1 8.4. 2.9 0.87

DC 0.5 0.2 -0.03 4.4. 2.3 0.84 0.7 0.6 0.19 4.7. 0.6 0.14 4.5 2.3 0.84
Table 4. July 2010-2020 statistics for katabatic (KAT), large-scale (LSC), thermal wind (THWDTD), surface processes

(KATTHWDTD) and total pressure gradient force (PGF) accelerations, on the 4 stations on the transect. The averaged value (Avg.)

and standard deviation (σ) are computed in ms−1 h−1. R is the correlation coefficient with the total wind speed. All metrics are computed

with MAR 3-hourly outputs for July 2010-2020.

In the regions where the katabatic acceleration is small (D85 and DC, see Table 4 or Fig. 9), as expected, the correlation

coefficient between the large-scale acceleration and the total wind speed is very high (R>0.75). Closer to the coast, this correla-
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Figure 10. (a) Average July 2010-2020 correlation coefficient of 3-hourly katabatic acceleration and wind speed (b) Average July 2010-2020

correlation coefficient of 3-hourly large-scale acceleration and wind speed (c) directional constancy of 3-hourly large-scale wind speed. (d,

e, f): Mean of 3-hourly July 2010-2020 scalar product normalised by the norm of wind speed of (d) 3-hourly katabatic wind speed and total

wind speed, (e) 3-hourly large-scale and total wind speed, (f) 3-hourly thermal-wind and total wind speed, (g) 3-hourly advection and total

wind speed. For the 7 panels, the dotted black line corresponds to the line for which the correlation coefficient of katabatic acceleration and

total wind speed reaches 0.5. Seven zones of higher correlations are indicated: (I), (II), (III), (IV), (V), (VI) and (VII)

tion coefficient decreases, reaching ∼0.35 for both D17 and D47. There, although the katabatic acceleration becomes stronger360

(greater than 12 ms−1 h−1 on average in the winter, more than twice the value of the mean large-scale acceleration, Table 4),

the acceleration remains poorly correlated with the total wind speed (R respectively equals 0.15 and 0.08 for D17 and D47).

At these specific locations, it seems that none of the decomposed accelerations singularly dominate the 3-hourly wind speed

variability.

Before explaining these results on the transect, we want to test how representative of the coastal region of Adélie land our365

transect is. To this aim, we analyse the correlation coefficient between the katabatic acceleration and the total wind speed, not

only on the transect, but rather on a surrounding region of 1800 km×1550 km centered on Adélie Land (Fig. 10a). In the active

katabatic belt, some regions show a higher correlation (R>0.5) between the katabatic acceleration and the total wind speed.

Our transect is located right in the middle between two of these regions, meaning that it is not necessarily representative of the

whole region.370

A first explanation to the low correlation between the katabatic acceleration and the total wind speed could be that, close

to the coast, the thermal wind opposes the katabatic acceleration. Thus, the sum of katabatic and thermal wind accelerations

(|KAT+THWDTD|, in other words, surface processes) displays a better correlation with the total wind speed (R=0.24 at

D17 and R=0.17 at D47) than the katabatic acceleration alone (|KAT|, R=0.15 at D17 and R=0.08 at D47; Table 4, Fig. 9).
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Considering surface processes |KAT+THWDTD| together prevents us from overestimating the impact of the katabatic375

acceleration, especially in cases where both thermal wind and katabatic acceleration are large but of opposite direction.

In order to test this hypothesis on the whole region, we compute the scalar product of mean July 2010-2020 thermal-wind

with the wind direction. It enables us to assess whether thermal wind actively opposes the wind (negative values) or act in a

direction that increases it (positive values, Fig. 10f).

We observe that out of the seven zones of higher correlation between the katabatic acceleration and the total wind speed380

(R>0.5, Fig. 10a), five of them correspond to locations where the action of thermal wind is positive (Fig. 10f)((II), (III), (V),

(VI), (VII)). In the other ones ((I), (IV)), the scalar product of total wind speed and thermal wind is close to zero (IV), indicating

that the thermal wind has no effect on the total wind speed, or includes some area of negative values (I). Note that some area of

positive action of thermal wind and strong katabatic accelerations (e.g. west and south of (I)) don’t create the conditions for a

strong correlation of the katabatic acceleration and the total wind speed. Therefore, the acceleration provided by thermal wind385

is not sufficient to fully explain the locations of the highest values of the correlation between the katabatic acceleration and

the total wind speed. Similarly, the effect of advection cannot fully explain strong correlations between katabatic acceleration

and total wind speed. Areas of strong correlation correspond either to locations of strong negative and positive advection

contribution ((I), (II), (III)) or weak contribution ((IV), (V), (VI), (VII)).

While the katabatic acceleration is always directed downslope, the large-scale wind speed displays a much more variable390

direction, indicated by low values of directional constancy (DCwVLSC) (see Fig. 10 c). DCw is computed as follows:

DCw =

√
Ū2 + V̄ 2

1
N

∑N
i=1 |WSi|

(12)

On the plateau, DCw is close to zero, which is typical of a wind with no preferred direction. In the valleys around and in

the higher elevation zone, winds tend to blow in a preferred downslope direction and DCw is closer to 1. However, from D47

to the coast, DCw falls back to zero. That part of the segment is located on a ridge. As a result, the topographic steering of395

surface pressure gradient is less important than in the valleys. In locations with small DCw (i.e. on ridges and plateaus), the

large-scale pressure gradient sometimes opposes the katabatic acceleration, leading to decreased correlations of the katabatic

acceleration with total wind speed.

The angle between the large-scale acceleration and the topography seems to have a major impact on the wind speed intensity.

This is confirmed by Fig. 11, where we find a clear partition of the influence of the angle: the wind speed is higher when the400

large-scale acceleration is aligned with the topography (angle 0°, blue on Fig. 11), and weaker when the large-scale opposes

the katabatic acceleration (angle 180°, red dots on Fig. 11). In locations where the large-scale direction is highly variable (e.g.

between D10 and D47, close to the coast), the angle between katabatic and large-scale displays both positive and negative

values. In this situation, there is not a single driver of the wind speed intensity, but rather a competition between katabatic

acceleration (mainly in winter and at night), and large-scale forcing which is particularly effective when it is aligned with405

the katabatic acceleration. Therefore, it is essential to compute the momentum budget decomposition in order to identify the

drivers of wind speed variability.
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Figure 11. Correlations for July 2010-2020, 3-hourly, between the large-scale acceleration and the total wind speed at (a) D17 (coast), (b)

D47, (c) D85, (d)DC (plateau). The colorbar indicates the angle between the katabatic and the large-scale acceleration Around 0 °, LSC and

KAT are aligned, around 180 °, they are of opposite direction.

To sum up, the dominant drivers of synoptic scale variability depend on the location. On the Plateau, the large-scale forcing

logically dominates the variability. In the active katabatic belt, the katabatic acceleration has the strongest amplitude and vari-

ance (Table 4). However, a strong katabatic forcing is not always causing high wind speed, because the large-scale acceleration410

can counteract the katabatic acceleration, if it is oriented upslope. Thus, the angle between the large-scale acceleration and the

surface slope is a key factor in explaining strong wind speed events in coastal Antarctica: the highest wind speed events happen

when the katabatic and large-scale forcing are aligned (Fig. 11), although each acceleration, when acting alone, can also cause

strong wind speed (Fig. 6). On the coast, the pile-up of cold air at sea level counteracts the katabatic forcing, which explains

why the strongest wind speeds are not found right on the coast (Fig. 7). There, all of the terms of the momentum budget are im-415

portant, and there isn’t a dominant forcing term. We demonstrated that, although the katabatic term is the dominant contributor

to the mean wind speed, spatially, and seasonally; at the event scale, accelerations are more complex, and wind events cannot

systematically be interpreted as katabatic.

5 Discussion

In this study, we obtained a comprehensive understanding of the drivers of East Antarctic near-surface winds by combining420

directional consistency and momentum budget decomposition analyses. As different accelerations can cancel each other when

in opposed directions, the consistent directional behavior of the wind serves as a valuable complementary tool to the MBD

for examining the drivers of near-surface winds in the active katabatic region. It reveals locations where correlation of the

katabatic acceleration with the wind speed is weak due to variable large-scale wind direction. However, we show that relying
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solely on directional constancy does not provide a reliable diagnosis of near-surface wind drivers, because large-scale winds425

exhibit areas of significant directional consistency in regions where katabatic acceleration is low and does not correlate with

wind speed, in line with Parish and Cassano (2003).

Previous work using the MBD had focused on monthly averages (van den Broeke and van Lipzig, 2003; Bintanja et al.,

2014). However, to understand the drivers of high wind speed events, it is necessary to study winds at a sub-daily resolution.

Here we have demonstrated that variations in the temperature deficit strength or in large-scale pressure gradient occur within430

a day (e.g. Fig. 6). Therefore, to highlight the influence of synoptic events on the nature of near-surface winds in the active

katabatic belt, we have selected a 3-hourly time-step. In this pursuit, we have adapted the method for extrapolating the free-

atmosphere vertical potential temperature profile θ0 developed by van den Broeke and van Lipzig (2003) for monthly outputs.

However, the linearization of the vertical potential temperature profile is challenging with 3-hourly outputs. Most of the profiles

featuring a large Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NMRSE) between the native MAR PGF and our MBD PGF, i.e. greater435

than the 90% percentile (which corresponds approximatively to a NRMSE greater than 10 %, Fig. S9) do not feature any abrupt

increase in the vertical derivative of potential temperature at the top of the inversion layer, leading to an underestimation of the

MBD PGF. Some other profiles display intrusions of air-masses (characterized by a non strictly monotonous profile of potential

temperature) or a secondary linear section with a different slope under 500 hPa. Examples of these types of profiles are shown

in Figure S8. From the comparison between PGFMAR and our PGFMBD, our MBD works better in the interior than close440

to the coast, where these types of profiles are more likely to be found, probably due to the vicinity of the ocean. Overall, on

our transect, there is a satisfactory low number of profiles exhibiting large NRMSE. Increasing the temporal resolution of our

dataset would be even more challenging. The vertical profiles of potential temperature would be even less smooth and hard

to interpolate. Furthermore, the stationary approximation has been made at a 3-hourly time-scale, which is generally valid

(Section 4.1), but might not be accurate at a finer resolution.445

Finally, it is crucial to have a good depiction of the vertical structure of the atmosphere, inside and above boundary layer,

to study the drivers of near-surface winds. Our regional atmospheric model has been evaluated at 2 m a.g.l. and performs well

at that height. However, its ability to accurately represent vertical atmospheric profiles has not been assessed due to limited

observations, only available at DC where there is no katabatic acceleration, and DDU where the performance of MAR is limited.

In the future, it would be valuable to have available radiosoundings in a katabatic-active region to conduct an observational450

study about the drivers of near-surface winds and to evaluate more accurately our model.

6 Conclusions

To understand the drivers of near-surface winds in Antarcica, we have separated the contributions to wind speed of surface-

based and large-scale pressure gradients, using the momentum budget decomposition. We focused on a well instrumented

transect running through Adélie Land (east Antarctica), from the plateau to the coast. We demonstrated that seasonal and455

spatial variability of near-surface winds in Adélie Land are both dominated by surface processes, notably by katabatic winds.

At a 3-hourly time-scale however, on our study transect, identifying the main driver of the wind becomes more challenging.
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Large-scale pressure acceleration correlates well to the total wind speed from the plateau to ∼250 km from the coast, in

locations where the katabatic acceleration is weak to null. Then, in the active katabatic and thermal wind belt, below 2000 m

asl, surface processes come into play and decrease the correlation of large-scale acceleration with the total wind speed. Due to460

the highly varying angle between large-scale and katabatic accelerations, close to the coast, the two are often in competition.

Thus, correlation coefficients of large-scale and katabatic processes with total wind speed remain low, weaker than respectively

0.4 and 0.2. In that region of the transect, at a 3-hourly time-scale, even though the katabatic acceleration reaches average values

greater than 40 ms−1 h−1, it cannot be considered as the unique driver of near-surface winds variability. The variability of

the near-surface winds in the lowest section of the transect is the result of variability in the intensity of both large-scale and465

katabatic processes as well as variability in the angle between these two accelerations.

Our momentum budget decomposition study unveils deeper insights into the relationship between the magnitude of different

accelerations and their correlation with the total wind speed. It underscores the limitation of assessing the synoptic or katabatic

nature of near-surface winds solely by studying the individual magnitudes of accelerations on a 3-hourly time scale. In locations

where there is not a single driver of temporal variability, high wind speed events can be synoptic-driven, surface-driven or a470

combination of both when they act in the same direction.
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